Presenting the revamped Singapore City Gallery!

Discover Singapore’s development story through 40 interactive and immersive exhibits

Find out more about the revamped Singapore City Gallery and sign up for free tours
Shape a Distinctive City

New Island-wide Model & show

Presenting the all-new Island-wide Model that features 3D-printed buildings and topography, now in finer detail. The new model is complemented by a 3-minute projection mapping show that you won't want to miss.

See the Island-wide Model show times

The Architecture & Urban Design Excellence Space

The AUDE Space is dedicated to showcasing the works of local architecture firms. Come visit the inaugural exhibition, titled “Small Firms, Big Ideas”, featuring eight local practices and their collections of architectural models.

Find out about AUDE Space

Conserve Built Heritage

Have a brush with history

This popular exhibit is back in the revamped Gallery! Brush your hands over old pictures of conserved buildings and structures, to reveal how they look like in the present.

Discover our conserved built heritage with your own hands
Plan our Future SG

Discover our city's hidden engines

Journey through our city's hidden infrastructural networks, and discover more about our water, energy and waste systems via an immersive show and interactive exhibits!

What could your future neighbourhood look like?

Pick what you'd like to see in your neighbourhood! With this interactive group game, put together your wish list and let the game show you what your future neighbourhood might look like.

Explore our urban systems

Try your hand at shaping a neighbourhood

Enliven Public Spaces

More benches to enjoy

Take a rest during your visit to the Gallery on one of the fourteen new benches, made from the timber seats of the former National Stadium. Each unique design is a young designer’s fresh take on public seating – they not only provide respite for weary legs, but make for some nice photos too!

Find out where to find the new benches
Go Car-Lite

Ideas for going car-lite

Meet avid cyclist Han Jok Kwang, who has contributed in many different ways to support our car-lite vision! Head to the Gallery to find out how he has played a part towards going car-lite in the city.

Hear from our car-lite champion

"Contemporaneous Architecture": A new publication featuring 70 architectural projects that have shaped Singapore's landscape in the last 15 years

Learn more about this new publication